The Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee Gardens, the Clocktower and the Pulhamite rocks
An informal history by Monica Pople, in conjunction with local authors, libraries, heritage
groups and historians. (2016/17)
St Anne's on the Sea is a modern town founded in 1875. The railway station quickly followed in 1876
and the railway bridge built in the 1880s when the town was less than a decade old, the railway line
running parallel to the beach. In fact, on 29th March l935, when the town celebrated its Diamond
Jubilee, the Mayor paid tribute to the early Councillors by saying, “The present town council is
building on the foundation so well and truly laid by the administrators of the past to whom we owe a
deep debt of gratitude – St Anne's has surely earned its title of the “Opal of the West.” The Council of
today are continuing to improve St Anne's making it a greener town for the 2lst century.
A Fitting Memorial
In the 1890s shops were erected on the Crescent and the Town Council embarked on a scheme that
would provide a permanent and fitting memorial to Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. The slopes that
had been created by the railway bridge would be beautified and planted out with trees and gently
curving pathways, alpine rock formations and seating, the intention being to create “a permanent
memorial”. The piece de resistance was to be a clock and tower standing about 20 feet (6 metres) high
at the entrance to the gardens overlooking St Anne's Square. Then the gardens could be named Jubilee
Gardens thereby ensuring St Anne's tribute to Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. They would provide
welcome greenery, shelter and shade in the centre of the Town when at the time the only other public
garden was by the bandstand on the often windswept South Promenade.

The year of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee duly arrived in 1897 and the country celebrated – such a
memorable time was had by all. St Anne's enjoyed a day of processions, sports and feasting. St Anne's
Urban District Council convened a Jubilee Committee whose sole responsibility was to portray to her
Majesty St Anne's pride and loyalty to the Queen. Public subscriptions had raised money for the
festivities on the day and the remaining balance would go towards the Memorial Clock Tower and
gardens. The Committee purchased a two dial clock designed to fit an iron tower and it would be
erected in St Anne's Road West - the faces of which could be seen from east and west. - St Anne's
memorial would be complete. The newly planted slopes with trees and tasteful benches would be
forever remembered as having been laid out for Queen Victoria and could be named Jubilee Gardens –
nowadays they are referred to as the Crescent Gardens but their history lies firmly in 1897 the Diamond
Jubilee Year.
The Leaning Tower of St Anne's
Unfortunately things did not go well for the Jubilee Committee, in fact the Clock Tower became
something of an embarrassment. The clock and tower were erected at the entrance to the gardens but,
being so close to the railway and a now busy road, the foundations were insufficient to carry the
weight of the clock tower which subsided and began to list at an alarming angle. With the rumbling of
the trains and carriers’ carts all day long, the mechanism in the clock was severely disrupted and time
stood still for several months at 5 past 12! The scaffolding could not be taken down whilst there was a
risk of the structure blowing down. A paragraph in the book Sand Grown by K Eyres: “the QVJ
memorial clock, which one old resident remembers standing on a stone pedestal just outside St Anne's
station, until the rumbling of the trains and carriers' carts upset its mechanism, when it was transferred
to the church in 1899”. We presume he meant the stone plinth.

An exasperated Councillor Ferguson, quote from Council minutes Oct 1898: “Take the scaffolding
down and they can do what they like with the clock!” The Jubilee Committee had failed miserably in
its task. The local newspaper The Visiter (this is the correct spelling of the newspaper) actually headed
a paragraph, “A Tottering Memorial.” By November 1898 the clock had been removed and the local
newspaper again saw fit to report that a wreath had been laid by a prankster on the deserted stone base
with the inscription, “gone but not forgotten”. The stone was ordered to be removed within seven days.
In June 1899 the Jubilee Committee were instructed to hand over any surplus monies from the Jubilee
Fund to the Parish Church and Thomas Ferguson is quoted as saying that a clock in the Church tower
would indeed be a fitting memorial to Queen Victoria's brilliant and glorious reign. An extract from the
Parish Church Centenary Magazine 1873 – 1973: “QVDJ was duly celebrated in the town in 1897 and
the clock on the Church Tower was erected to commemorate the occasion.” It is also noted in the
Church records, “On December 24th 1899 the clock in the tower, the Town's Jubilee Memorial to Queen
Victoria was set in motion.” Although there was talk of erecting chiming apparatus this was never done
and the clock strikes the hours only. It is by Potts of Leeds, The empty space on the curve of the
Crescent was then the original site of the Clock Tower – St Anne's Town Flag has since been housed in
its place and a pulhamite style rock garden.
Pulhamite Rocks
The Gardens were laid out with the latest invention of the Victorian era; Pulhamite rocks were
manufactured by James Pulham and Son of Hertfordshire. Groups of 'rock builders' were employed by
James Pulham and toured the country designing and building rock gardens, and waterfalls. Pulhamite
was artificially formed using burrs, rough bricks etc. which were covered with cement to imitate the
colour and form of the local rock and geology of the district. This was much more eco-friendly than
removing huge tons of natural rock from the Peak District at enormous expense.

A trademark feature which the rock builders often featured was to model out features of a face. Can
you see our Pulham-style faces at the east entrance to the Gardens?
Now perhaps, with a little bit of history, the tree-lined avenue of St Annes Road East and the sheltered
paths of the Crescent gardens leading up to our beautiful Parish Church, will entice our visitors a little
further afield.
Extract of a poem by David W. Greaves July 1914
I have roamed all over England
But no other place to me
Is sweeter or more beautiful
Than St Annes on the Sea

Thanks
Many thanks to Robert Haley, Arnold Sumner, David Hoyle, Peter Shakeshaft, Claude Hitchings,
Lytham and St Annes Libraries and the Lytham St Annes Heritage Group for their expertise in helping
construct this research for the benefit of the townsfolk and visitors who are interested in the history of
St Annes.

Additional research
As we knew the Clock in St Anne's Parish Church had been made by Potts of Leeds and dedicated to
QVDJ, an email was sent to the Archivist of Smiths of Derby, who took over Potts in 1935, to ask if he
could supply any details of the Clock. He responded immediately with a copy of the original order
placed for the Church clock. There was no mention of it having been originally sited in St Anne's Town
Square. It was most definitely a new order for a clock to be installed in the Parish Church and, as we
know from Parish Records set in motion Christmas Eve 1899.
So what happened to the original Jubilee Clock?
We have proof of its unhappy history but on the off chance that Smiths could shed some more light,
another email was sent to the archivist at Smiths of Derby asking if they had any information regarding
another clock that had been ordered for QVDJ in 1897 to be installed in the Town Square.
Within days, Nicholas Smith of Smiths of Derby supplied the information of the fate of St Anne's
Jubilee Clock and what a revelation that turned out to be for us all!!
The Jubilee Committee had indeed commissioned a custom-made clock to fit an iron tower but it was
taken down late in 1898 (this information had been noted in The Visiter) but was later installed in the
clock tower above Hunters Cafe in Harrogate in 1900, now better known as Bettys Cafe. Our
information was coming in thick and fast! David Hoyle at Lytham Heritage sourced a fantastic book
by Michael E Potts, Five Generations of Clockmakers, tracing his family connections to the prestigious
Company of Potts of Leeds. A lifetime of meticulous detail and there it was – on Page 141/142.
Arnold Sumner, who has been helping me over the past months unearthing information has since
purchased this amazing book. A photo is depicted in the book of the building with its tower and a two
dial clock high above Parliament Street in Harrogate.
“Finally a clock tower was erected in St Anne's on the Sea in Lancashire in 1897 but after three
years the clock was removed and installed in a tower at Hunters Cafe in Harrogate, now better
known as Bettys Cafe.” Pages 141/142. Paragraph starting 20/6/1897

There are more intriguing references:
Pages 136/137 - there are notes that a Royal Warrant was given by QV in 190l. Potts were the
last clockmakers to be given Royal Warrant before her death. A firm could only refer to the late
Queen’s Royal Warrant up to 14 years after death.
Pages 147/148/149 - in addition, Potts Clocks were installed in the following Churches in 1899:
St Anne's Church at St Anne's on the Sea in Lancashire an hour-striking clock with three
striking dials.
Page 190 - It is interesting to note ...Midland Bank at St Anne’s on the Sea set going on 4th
October 1907
Page 381 - St Anne's on the Sea Clock Tower (see Harrogate 1900) 1897 Timepiece (PW) Wm
Potts and Sons Leeds. Parish Church 1899 hour striking clock (G) by Wm Potts and Sons
Leeds. Midland Bank 1907 Timepiece (G) Wm Potts and Sons Leeds (page 190 – 4/10/1907)
Page 392 – Harrogate. Bettys Cafe (ex St Annes on the Sea) 1900 timepiece (PW) Wm Potts
and sons Leeds. PW Pinwheel deadbeat escapement. G Gravity Escapement, invariably the
double three legged gravity escapement designed by Lord Grimethrope
Earlier interesting information was also noted:
Page 10 - 1897 Thirty seven Churches commissioned new clocks from Potts to commemorate
QVDJ. The Firm was the last clockmaker to be awarded the Royal Warrant from QV.
Page 133 - Features a copy of the promotional letter sent out soliciting orders for the
forthcoming DJ for QV.
Special mention was made of a chiming clock being made for the Church at Windsor. (No wonder our

Jubilee Committee was keen to have our Jubilee Clock keep such illustrious company!)
I have emailed Michael Potts over the summer and he has been so helpful and interested in the earlier
story of our Jubilee Clock that he did not know about and gave permission to use the information from
his book and is looking forward to reading the finished article. He was so pleased that his colleague
Nicholas Smiths (at Smiths of Derby) was so helpful in supplying the vital information we needed.
When he wrote his book, the clock in Bettys was still being wound manually every week; the
mechanism was in the Managing Directors Office and was one of his many duties! We now have more
details from the Archivist at Bettys who did not know the origins of their clock but confirmed that the
clock has since been electrified (see copy of notes from Bettys in Appendix).
Robert Haley when given this information was able to uncover two more important facts from another
local newspaper:
17/2/1899 Lancashire Evening Post - The Council removed the stone base that they had
provided, and had housed the Clock Tower, and now intended to use it for a lamp post (Note the
Visiter 9/12/1898 Jubilee Committee must remove stone with 7 days.) Therefore, it seems as if
the base was removed between December 1898 and February 1899. The clock had been sited on
land belonging to the Council but the money for the clock had been raised by public
subscription. It is not clear who fixed the Clock Tower to the stone base.
Robert also sourced a most eloquent obituary (see Appendix) to Joseph Hunter in the Harrogate Herald
13/4/1927 which made reference to his having supplied Harrogate with such a prestigious building with
a tower and clock that he had commissioned in 1900 by architects Bland and Brown (also mentioned in
a print from the Harrogate Herald).
Our Jubilee Clock has been working ever since 1900 in the clock tower of the most famous tearoom in
Harrogate, such a fitting ending albeit on the other side of the Pennines! Perhaps it was the blown sand
that upset the mechanism after all and not the fault of the Jubilee Committee who had been the brunt of
such ridicule. Bettys archivist also told us that the failing snow in Harrogate also caused time keeping
problems and that was why they eventually had to have it electrified. A Harrogate website noting
interesting facts of Parliament Street quotes that it was apparently the first in the world to be
completely lit by gas.
Researching the origins of the Crescent Gardens uncovered the Jubilee Clock Story and hopefully it
will add interest to our Town's history and could be included on the Town trail and places to visit on
the Fylde coast and how our Council desired to commemorate QVDJ. Our Yorkshire visitors, of which
there are many, will certainly be surprised to find the origins of Bettys clock were on the west side of
the Pennines!
The story would be complete if the stone plinth in the triangle of land in front of the Parish Church,
engraved “Queens Diamond Jubilee 1897” and now housing a smart Victorian lamp post, were that
originally used as part of the Clock Tower. The ornate lamp post bears the name James Allan Senr and
Son, Elm Bank Foundry, Glasgow. Was that ordered by the Council to adorn the stone base that it had
provided? It bears a new small plaque “cf merseyside” but no date. The archivist at cf merseyside
could not supply me with any other information about the restoration except that it was over five years
ago as they do not now affix plaques. If we could provide her with a date or name, she might be able to
supply details of the work they paid for. To date, I have not been able to find anyone with this

information. I thought the company that carried out the restoration work might shed some light on a)
the age of the stone and b) the date of manufacture of the lamp post, as the website for James Allan
shows they were a respected Glasgow company providing Victorian street furniture.
And lastly...the Jubilee Gardens with its rock formations, be accredited as “pulhamite” or not, and
dated to get our Pulhamite Trail through the town starting with the Promenade, up through Ashton
Gardens, on over the Crescent past the site of the Clock. Arnold Sumner and I hope the Council will
erect some commemorative information board (our Yorkshire visitors will certainly be interested) and
then on to view “our modelled faces” and up to our beautiful Parish Church with its Potts clock and
many special heritage features. The Church still has the original winding mechanism and I was
fortunate to view the Church, clock tower and other amazing windows and the Heritage Mural at the
recent Heritage Open Day and take some photos to send on to Michael Potts and to verify that it still
has the original mechanism his family business installed in 1899. Michael Potts also told me that
invariably the maker of a clock can be determined by the design of the hour hand. You can see our
three Potts clocks clearly show this unique matching feature.
The Manageress of HSBC (formerly Midland Bank) was most interested to learn the history of their
beautiful clock and told me that they also had to have the mechanism electrified in the 1990s due to
time-keeping problems.
Claude Hitching, author of the renowned book Rock Landscapes – The Pulham Legacy, has also been
so helpful and would indeed be most interested to learn of the history of the Crescent Gardens and if
they could be accredited to the Pulham business. The Jubilee Gardens could then be added to his evergrowing data base of newly uncovered sites of historical importance using this unique style of garden
landscaping.
I have visited the archives at Preston and noted several points of interest during 1897/99:
- Limestone cement and tools for the Esplanade were purchased
- The Gas Company were paid for lamps and pillars
- FairHaven Est and Haulage Company also featured in expenses at this time
- Dawsons were paid for the foundation for the Bandstand
- Dickensens for rockery
- A circular letter suggesting various methods of commemorating the Reign of her Majesty the
Queen were considered
- A letter from Thomas Fair regarding how footpaths through planted slopes on easterly side of
railway be laid out and in 1899 and application to Mr Fair for trees and shrubs. During 1896/97
the Council had agreed in principle to take over planted slopes.
Unfortunately I could not find to whom and when the planted slopes were landscaped. Claude
Hitching could also not supply any records for the time they were landscaped. Old photographs of the
time show a view up to the Crescent in 1903 without the rocky entrance and 1907 with the rock firmly

in place. The last piece of the History of Crescent Gardens is still to be unearthed.
More research into the CLOCK
Arnold Sumner kindly sent me the quotation from the centenary edition of Parish Church
Magazine 1873-1973 “QVDJ was duly celebrated in the town in 1897 and the clock on the Church
Tower was erected to commemorate the occasion.” Robert Haley the author of the fascinating book “
Lytham St Anne's – A Pictorial History” also sent me the extract from the Parish Church records to
show “On December 24th 1899 the clock in the tower, the Town's Jubilee Memorial to Queen Victoria
was set in motion.” His book takes the reader right back to the origins of Lytham St Anne's and features
lots of photographs, maps and detailed information about the Town's heritage such a lovely book
about the origins of the town built on the wilderness.
I haven't seen the actual Minutes for the information I uncovered but info was in the local newspapers
I researched at THE LYTHAM ARCHIVE. I had not realised, of course, that my article about The
Crescent Gardens for the In Bloom brochure 2016 would lead to such an interesting piece of local
history about 'a disappearing clock.' David Hoyle the Lytham Archivist and the Heritage group were
most intrigued by the way the local press recorded the saga.
Word of warning – reading old newspapers is very distracting – in an enjoyable way – about life in
1897 living in St Anne's on the Sea! Be prepared to make a few visits to Lytham Archive on a
Wednesday afternoon at Lytham Library should you would like to see original articles - you will get
side tracked whilst reading but what you will learn is amazing.
The quote about an old resident remembering the stone base in St Anne's was taken from Sand Grown
by K Eyres and the verse of the poem was written by Mr. David W. Greaves in July 1914. The full
poem entitled “Beautiful St. Annes” has 6 other verses and a lovely read.
I have also used the book entitled Rock Landscapes – The Pulham Legacy written by Claude Hitching
who has given his permission to use his research from his book about the history of pulhamite. His
brilliant book chronicles the history of James Pulham and Sons and pulhamite gardens that they were
responsible for around the country and the photographs are stunning. Lytham St Annes already features
in the book which details the Promenade and Ashton Gardens in the years 1914 – 1916. He was most
interested to learn about the Crescent Gardens especially if we could get them officially accredited.
More information can be found on his website www.pulham.org.uk.
The following appendix details some of the relevant extracts from newspapers in various archives
which put some context to the story if you have an interest in those early times of St Anne's.
Appendix
Notes taken from The Visiter
1897 (Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee Year)
12/5

Jubilee Committee Meeting re: Diamond Jubilee Memorial

19/5

Permanent memorial should be erected- Committee in good hands see arrangements
for Jubilee celebrations proceed apace

2/6
Jubilee committee hope to raise enough money to “first national commemoration in
which St Anne's has been able to take part.” Permanent memorial to take form of Tower Clock
- hope to raise £600. Whitsuntide in St Anne's had been very successful.
9/6

St Anne's Jubilee committee

16/6

Royal Jubilee procession programme – mentioned but no hard copy in newspaper

9/7

St Anne's Jubilee committee £215.7.4d raised

15/7 Total sum collected and promised £220. Expenditure for festivities totalled £100 so
balance of £120 to go towards the erection of the Clock Tower. The Jubilee Committee propose
to increase the sum and to erect the clock in the near
8/7

A Veteran Sight Seer – a good article by a visitor who revisited since 1875

10/3

St A UDC apply for loan £500 to pay for laying and plantation on slopes

1898

9/6
St A UDC New public Clock in St Anne's – memorial to Diamond Jubilee is almost
ready for fixing. Will be fixed to a stone base. Two dial clock and the Gas Company will
provide gas free for night time
16/6 Tar boiling plant removed and when Jubilee clock is fixed aloft in the centre of open
space this part of the town will be complete. An unveiling ceremony in the course of a month
or so would give a “fillip” to opening of St Anne's season. Surely not been overlooked that
esplanade has not been formally opened
7/7
Jubilee Clock unveiled hopefully at Sports Day Ratepayers Assoc has decided to hold
sports in July the day when the Esplanade is formally opened by some distinguished personage still to be selected - and the Jubilee clock unveiled if possible
14/7 Jubilee Memorial- two dial clock is now being erected in centre of St Anne's Road West.
The stone base has been fixed and the clock will be set on its pedestal in a week or two's time.
The cost was raised by public subscription
28/7 Station Plantation £500 for a cabman's shelter do not want any more landscape
gardening
4/8

August Council Meeting

25/8 Jubilee Commemoration Committee very quiet but possibly going to startle Town with
some sensational coup on the great unveiling. The clock has raised its dial above the heads of St
Anne's Road pedestrians. It will be very useful for train catchers if it is reliable

30/9 The Jubilee Clock stays at 5 past 12 – no good as clock – latest theory to use at tide
index!
7/10 A Tottering Memorial – Councillor Ferguson thought the Jubilee Committee ought to be
instructed to remove the scaffolding round the Jubilee Clock as nuisance. The Council was well
aware the Committee had not been successful in the scheme. The Chairman – I suppose we are
to leave the clock there? Councillor Ferguson “They can do what they like with the clock.”
Councillor Peel “I understand that the scaffold is to keep the clock up (laughter) There is a
danger of its blowing down .” Agreed to write to Committee and gave them a week to do it in.
7/10 The Slopes – Important Modifications – re plantation – no shelter or fountain only make
two entrances at each end.
25/11 That Clock again! On Saturday last someone who must have missed it laid a wreath of
ivy on the deserted stone base with the affecting inscription, “Gone but not forgotten”
9/12 Resolved that the Jubilee Committee be requested to have the stone based in St Anne's
Road West be removed within seven days. Plants and trees for slopes ordered to be purchased.
Notes taken from St Anne's Express
1899
5/5

Parks and Pleasure Committee 8 new seats and seeds for Plantation

23/6 Jubilee Clock Complications - Land and Building Co were waiting for Jubilee
Committee to approach them – most unfortunate as both wanted clock and Tower – it seems
complications will never cease regarding Jubilee Clock which was taken down and had been
supplied by Messrs. Potts
30/6 Jubilee Clock Committee - Meeting held on 22/6/1899 proposed that the Jubilee Fund be
paid over to the Parish Church for them to carry out the erection of a Public Clock in the Church
Tower as a permanent memorial of the Jubilee Year.
22/9 Jubilee Clock Chimes – Wardens of Church received £125 towards clock as fitting
memorial of Jubilee year but now want chimes and hope public will be forthcoming.
24/9 Jubilee Clock - Jubilee Committee now has new blood and Councillor Ferguson said
they would do well to hand clock to Church as the architect had already made provision for
clock and what could be more fitting that a permanent memorial to Her Majesty's brilliant and
glorious reign and a very valuable acquisition to inhabitants in that part of the Town as Church
already has bells and a timepiece would not entail much more cost.
Monica Pople
28.9.2016

